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Do You Know How to Communicate with People Effectively, Avoid Conflicts, and Get What You

Want from Life? It's not only about what you say but also about when, why, and how you say it.

Lack of communication skills is exactly what ruins most people's lives. If you don't know how to

communicate properly, you are going to have problems in both your intimate and your family

relationships. You are going to be ineffective in work and business situations. It's going to be

troublesome managing employees or getting what you want from your boss or your clients on a

daily basis. Overall, effective communication is like an engine oil that makes your life run smoothly,

getting you wherever you want to be. There are very few areas in life in which you can succeed in

the long run without this crucial skill. What Will You Learn from This Audiobook? The most common

communication obstacles between people and how to avoid them How to express anger and avoid

conflicts The eight most important questions you should ask yourself if you want to be an effective

communicator The five most basic and crucial conversational fixes How to deal with difficult and

toxic people Phrases to purge from your dictionary (and what to substitute them with) The subtle art

of giving and receiving feedback Rapport - the art of excellent communication How to use

metaphors to communicate better and connect with people What metaprograms and metamodels

are and how exactly to make use of them to become a polished communicator How to read faces

and how to effectively predict future behaviors How to finally start remembering names How to have

a great public presentation How to create your own unique personality in business (and everyday

life) Effective networking
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Relationships > Interpersonal Relations

Everybody can talk, all of us can speak but do we really know how to communicate? Effectively?

We have a competitive world, we won't survive a day without using our mouth to talk to someone

and we surely wouldn't get by without exchanging messages with people around us. This book

made a great job on telling its readers how to become successful when communicating. It is kind of

long but detailed. I became interested on how to improve my communication skills after buying this

book. I want to impress my boss, my officemates and other people just by the way on how I talk to

them. It's like involving persuasion when you speak. Thanks to this book I gained more confidence

when it comes to speaking.

Communication skills training was a great read as it helped me gain lot of knowledge.There was lot

of information shared by the author in how to effectively communicate in the outside world or be it

be anything as we need to speak up a lot to communicate. Until and unless we express as to what

we feel we cannot confine things to others. Be it in a relation, office or anything, here the author has

shared a great concept of how to communicate effectively and improvise ourselves. Great read and

highly recommended one!!!

This guide is more than worth the sticker price, especially for those who have always struggled with

public speaking. This book gave me more confidence when it comes to effective communication,

which is an important part of being successful both socially and in the workplace. Tuhovsky does a

good job guiding the reader towards an adept understanding of what makes a good speaker and

listener, and what can turn people off in a conversation. The skills gained in this book are useful

ones sure to last a lifetime.

Simple, informative, and practical. If you are looking for a book that will help you communicate with

others in various areas of your life then this is the right book for you! The language in the book is

easy to read and jumps right into the material to get you started to improving your communication

skills. The material written in this book is not a "do these simple tricks and your life will alter forever"

but rather gives you the foundation and techniques as well as insights of how communication works

to help better your skills. Overall I was very satisfied with all the content given in this book as it

exposed me to ideas and concepts that I would have never came up with myself.



Communication is important because having a good communication skill is one of the key to our

success. I want to improve my communication skills and I want to overcome my fear when it comes

in public speaking. Whenever I talk in public I got easily distracted and I am afraid what people may

say to me. I found this book very informative and interesting to read. This book helped me improve

my communications skills. I have the guts now to talk in public and I am excited to apply what I

learned from this book.

If you seriously care about an environment of harmony and teamwork in your home and workplace

then you need to read this incredible book! This book helped me to speak to people in an effective

way that gets my points across smoothly and clearly. Good insight into the art of communication.

Before I read this book I read all the reviews thinking this must be a good book. While the book has

good information, the info can easily be found in a number of different blogs. The reason I rated this

book so low is because of the constant grammar mistakes and typos. I buy a book to avoid reading

the constant errors commonly found in blogs. This book is self published, which is not necessarily a

bad thing, but the writer obviously did not bother to pay someone to edit his work before publishing

it. If I pay money for a book, I expect it to be polished; there was an error on literally every other

page. Based off the fact that of the 22 current reviews, not a single person mentioned the mistakes I

have to suspect that the other reviews were fake.

This is a fantastic book, that guide to improve your communication skills. The author described

different tips to improve skills. This book really guide for Emotional Intelligence , the EQ mastery

manual - EQ, problem solving, social psychology, social skills. Chapter 3: 8 more question you

should ask yourself, this chapter really amazing that really guide to improve your communication

skills. Highly recommended.
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